The dynamics of multiphoton ionization in the tunneling (long wavelength, high intensity) regime is described. Photoemission by tunnel ionized atoms is dominated by the odd harmonics of the driving laser field. Exatation by ultra short (-10-20 fs) pulses produces high harmonics with characteristics which will allow them to be compressed to give coherent sources of VUV and possibly XUV radiation with pulse lengths near or below 1 fs.
Introduction
The ionization of rare gas atoms in strong (I > 1014 W/cm2) visible and IR laser fields is dominated by the sequential stripping of one electron at a time. In this regime the ionized electron is freed from its ion core by tunneling through a potential barrier comprised of the Coulomb attraction of the screened nuclear charge and the instantaneous electric field of the laser. 's2s3 nnneling will occur more rapidly near the two maxima in the electric field during each optical cycle. After escaping through the barrier the electron oscillates in response to the laser field as it drifts away from its ion core. The energy of oscillation can be quite large in comparison with the drift energy so that at least half the time the electron revisits the vicinity of the ion core before becoming completely free. During these collisions the electron may gain a substantial amount of drift energy, becoming a high energy photoelectron, or the electron may be recaptured into a bound state of the atom while simultaneously emitting a high energy photon. The resultant photoemission spectrum is dominated by frequencies which are integer multiples of the driving frequency, harmonic conversion. Because of the inversion symmetry of an atom, a linearly polarized laser field generates only odd harmonics. Thus a simple picture of ionization emerges in the strong-field, long wavelength regime: each half cycle a wave packet of elect,ron probability escapes into the continuum via a tunneling process, then the wave'packet drifts relatively slowly away from the ion, with a significant fraction of the density recolliding with ion core because of the large amplitude, oscillatory motion imposed by the driving field. 4 1 5~6 In this paper we will show how the observed characteristics of the excitation and emission processes can be easily interpreted in terms of this simple picture.
A major topic of current research focuses on the effects of using increasingly shorter, high intensity pulses on excitation and ionization processes. Pulse lengths as short as ten optical cycles (10s of fs) are becoming widely a~ailable.~~' Changes in the observed harmonic emission spectrum generated using these ultra short pulses reflect modifications in the ionization dynamics-that can be explained within the tunneling model. Here we will first present a discussion of the high order harmonic generation process including results obtained in longer pulse (> 1 ps) experiments.
We then describe calculations of the emission spectrum for ultra short pulses and show that we can expect to exploit the short pulse harmonics t o create VUV and XUV wavelength light sources with pulse lengths on the order of and possibly shorter than 1 fs.
Harmonic Generation
Because high order harmonic generation in a gas is a coherent process its efficiency. depends on both the emission from each individual atom and the propagation of the emitted fields through the excited volume as well, i e . , good phase matching is essential. Almost all experiments to date have been performed with tightly focused lasers to achieve high pump intensity. This focusing introduces a coherence length for the higher order harmonics which can be much shorter than the interaction length. This is alleviated to some degree in the high intensity regime by the non-perturbative nature of the single atom emission. It turns out that high order harmonics are produced over a much larger volume of the gas than would be expected based on perturbative calculations. lo*ll This allows harmonic generation of very short wavelengths to be efficient enough to be a usable, coherent light source. In this paper we ignore phase matching effects to concentrate on the single atom emission for two reasons: (1) Most of the extrema1 properties of the full (single atom + phase matching) problem are constrained by the single atom behavior (in particular the minimnm pulse length and maximum photon energy of the harmonics are so constrained), and (2) The advent of multi terrawatt lasers means that harmonic generation experiments with unfocused lasers are now possible, leading to simplified phase matching, at least for intensities below saturation (complete ionization) of the neut-ral gas atoms.
We calculate the single atom harmonic generation spectrum using the single active electron (SAE) approximation which has been extensively discussed in previous publications. l3 Briefly, we solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE) for an atom in a linearly polarized laser pulse assuming that only the outermost valence electron responds t o the field. Comparing our predictions using the SAE approximation to many different. multiphoton experimental results has shown that for rare gas atoms and optical wavelengths this is generally a very good approximation. The SAE pseudopotential used in our calculations is obtained from a series of Hatree-Slater calculations for different angular momentum channels and results in very accurate excited state energies for rare gas atoms. We can numerically integrate the TDSE for the SAE to obtain its timedependent wave function, $, which provides all the information about the various electron or photon emission processes. After choosing a laser wavelength, peak intensity and pulse envelope we calculate the emitted harmonic radiation by first calculating the dipole acceleration, a(t), given by ' for each time step during the pulse. Here H is the full (atomic + laser interaction)
Hamiltonian. For the SAE pseudopotential, the commutator must be evaluated numerically. This form has been found to be computationally more stable than the usual dipole expression when significant ionization is present. l3 The emitted radiation spectrum is proportional to the Fourier transform of the acceleration
where d ( w ) is the (real) spectral envelope function. The acceleration spectrum A(w) is equal to w2D(w), where D(w) is defined to be the "dipole spectrum" obtained by Fourier transforming (z(t)). We can also calculate an approximate D(w) as outlined in Ref. 13 by taking into account only transitions back t o the ground state and find that it agrees with A(w)/w2 for all of the harmonics in the plateau and cutoff. This clearly demonstrates that the harmonics are produced only by excited electrons which return to the immediate vicinity of the ion core.
We next present some of the basic features of high order harmonics, including the effects of using shorter pulses on the spectral structure and maximum harmonic order. Following that we demonstrate that the harmonics created at the peak of a short laser pulse can be compressed using a VUV grating pair arranged to provide positive group velocity dispersion to give pulses approaching the attosecond regime.
Single-Atom Spedra
At long wavelength and high intensity harmonic generation involves the excitation of electrons into the continuum and rescattering from the parent ion.4~516 This implies a close relationship between harmonic generation and ionization. In particular the highest order harmonic that is emitted is limited by the highest intensity that any atom experiences before ionizing in accord with the cutoff rule Emas N IP + 3Up where IP is the ionization potential and Up the intensity-dependent ponderomotive energy. l4 In Fig. 1 we show the spectrum generated by neon when excited by a "long" pulse 1064 nm laser at an intensity of 6 x 1014 W/cm2. By long pulse we mean one in which the envelope of the pulse varies slowly compared to the laser frequency (> 1 ps.) The spectrum consists of narrow peaks at odd multiples of the fundamental which have approximately constant strength (the plateau) up t o a maximum harmonic order predicted by the cutoff rule (arrow). The width of the individual harmonic lines is determined by the shorter of the pulse width or the ionization time. As shown in Eq. (2)) these harmonics will have a phase, q5(w), relative to the driving field. In the long pulse case these phases vary rapidly with intensity and almost randomly, modulo 2w, from one harmonic to the next. We note that the SAE emission spectra agree well with those observed in the many recent experimental studies of high order harmonic generation.
By contrast, the emission spectrum from an atom in an ultra short pulse is very different. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 where the high end of the "harmonic" spectrum from argon in a 27 fs, 810 nm pulse is displayed in the upper plot and the corresponding relative frequency-dependent phase is shown in the lower plot. First we note that the cutoff rule still holds, predicting the end of the plateau . .
to be around the 47th harmonic. We find that only the last few 'harmonics are distinct and they are very broad compared t o , the long pulse case. ' In fact they are even broader than one would expect from this very short -pump pulse, Le., k2A& >> AA1. Here k is the order of the harmonic and XI is the wavelength of the pump. Surprising also is tbat the phases of these highest hdrmonics are well behaved. The spectrum below the vicinity of the cutoff, where the plateau harmonics are expected, is highly structured with the odd harmonic peaks being hard to distinguish and ,their frequency$ependent relative phases varying rapidly. We find this.very different.spectrum to be typical in the ultra short pulse regime. The mechanism: for producing spectra such as that shown in Fig. 2 becomes clear when we consider the ionization dynamics of the tunneling model described above. The 27 fs'pulse has a half-width of ten optical cycles at this frequency. This means that during both the rising and falling parts of the pulse, the laser intensity is changingsignificantly on the time scale of a single cycle. Consider. a tunneling wave packet created in one,half cycle during the pulse rise. The field which turns the escaping wave packet around to rescatter from the ion core one half cycle later is stronger than it was when t,he wave packet was created. Therefore the recollision velocity is -higher than -the one encountered in a constant intensity field. Also' the time between when the wave packet is created and its return is shorter when the intensity is rapidly rising. Both these effects cause ,a blue shift -in-the "harmonic" frequency. Similarly, .on the falling edge of the pulse, a red shift occurs. Only those harmonics produced within a short time-interval near the peak of the pulse will be unshifted. According t o the cutoff rule, there is a well defined relationship between the laser intensity and the maximum harmonic produced. For the harmonics within the plateau, the intensity is high enough for them to be generated during a large fraction of the pulse. These are emitted, with a blue shift, as the pulse rises and with a red shift as the intensity declines. The resulting spectrum at these mid-plateau harmonic wavelenb#ls is broadened to the extent that the peaks have disappeared and the emission strength shows substantial interference. On the other hand the rule indicates that those harmonics at the end of the plateau are produced only at the peak of the pulse. The short time interval during which they are emitted minimizes any interference. From the discussion above we would still expect these cutoff harmonics t o have a linear chirp, which is equivalent to a quadratic phase change, if they are produced just as the pulse passes through its maximum. This is exactly what is found as indicated in Fig. 2 . We show this in more detail in Fig. 3 where the emission strength and the phase for the 49th harmonic are plotted. The phase shift, shown by the dotted line, is clearly parabolic. The amplitude of the harmonic is peaked almost exactly at the expected, unshifted line center. These ~ unexpected propert-ies of the cutoff harmonics pulses of VUV and XUV radiation which are shorter than the driving pulse width, and, in cycle of the incident field. 
Compressing The Cutoff Harmonics
To calculate the pulse width of the kth harmonic we examine the emitted electric field intensity envelope. This is obtained by back transforming the acceleration spectrum after applying a filter function around the frequency W k :
F(w -wk) is a square filter that roughly duplicates the action of a grating in picking out a specific harmonic. As an example we again focus on the 49th harmonic (-75 eV) in Fig. 3 . Since the energy falls by several orders of magnitude before and after the 49th harmonic the shape of the filter function used is not crucial. The raw phase of this harmonic (dotted line in Fig. 3 ) is almost purely quadratic in the detuning Aw = w4g -w . The phase minus its quadratic component is shown as a solid line above the envelope in Fig. 3 . The calculated time history is displayed in Fig. 4a which clearly shows that this harmonic is emitted only near the peak of the pulse. A similar calculation for a mid-plateau harmonic would show a much longer time of emission and considerable structure because of interference. The emission envelope for the 49th harmonic shows a small asymmetry with the first peak being slightly stronger than the peak which appears just after the maximum in the laser pulse. Since the early time contributions to the harmonic are blue shifted, we expect and see that the blue wing of the harmonic (Fig. 3) is slightly stronger. The linear chirp in this harmonic can be entirely removed using a grating pair by introducing a positive group velocity dispersion which exactly compensates for the quadratic component of the phase. We can mimic this by replacing 4 ( w ) by &w) in Eq. (3) and recalculating the pulse envelope. The compressed spectrum is shown in Fig. 4b. Its width, 1.8 fs, is within a few percent of the transform limit for the spectral envelope function. This is because the phase becomes almost constant when the quadratic term is removed as can be seen in Fig. 3 . This pulse width is a factor of 15 smaller than the incident laser pulse and shorter than the 2.7 fs period of the driving field. The peak heights in Fig. 4 have been normalized to one for the purposes of plotting. In reality the energy of the pulse is conserved, leading to a much higher peak field in the compressed case.
We have repeated the calculations illustrated in Figs. 2-4 for a range of peak intensities in argon and neon at 810 nm. Qualitatively the results are the same. The harmonics at the end of the plateau exhibit a simple linear chirp which can be removed to provide < 2 fs pulses from a single harmonic. The highest efficiency is obtained by compressing harmonics that are at the end of the plateau for peak intensities just below the saturation intensity. Above that intensity interferences destroy the simple quadratic phase dependence. Using neon, with its higher ionization potential, instead of argon allows us to reach higher photon energies.
In addition, as is clear from Fig. 2 , several of the harmonics near the cutoff have almost the same group delay (d4/&). This is a general feature in all of the short pulse harmonics calculations that we have carried out. In principle the same compressor that can produce femtosecond pulses from a single harmonic can be used to produce sub-femtosecond pulses by combining several harmonics. Removing the average group delay of three cutoff harmonics and back transforming yields an intensity profile similar to that shown in Fig. 4b . However, in this case the width of the central feature is found to be as short as -400 attoseconds. This seems to be one of the most promising ways to reach the sub-femtosecond regime. We have presented the simple picture which has recently emerged of the dynamics of strong field multiphoton ionization.of atoms. The electrons escape from the atom by tunneling through an-instantaneous suppressed barrier. Each half cycle of the field a wave packet is promoted into the continuum and its subsequent evolution is determined predominantly. by. it,s interaction with the oscillating electric field of the laser. The driven oscillations of, the wave-packet cause additional encounters with the parent ion core resulting in the surprisingly efficient generation. high order harmonics. If the driving field'is an ultra short pulse, the wave packet dynamics favors the production of very well defined but broad harmonic peaks for the highest energy members of the plateau; These harmonics: are created with a linear' chirp which can be.removed to yield pulses as short as -1-2 fs. If harmonics from several neighb.oring peaks are combined, the pulse lengths can be pushed down into the attosecond re&' rime. :
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